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IASB Update is published as a
convenience for the Board's constituents.
All conclusions reported are tentative
and may be changed or modified at
future Board meetings.
Decisions become final only after
completion of a formal ballot to issue a
Standard or Interpretation or to publish
an Exposure Draft.
The International Accounting Standards
Board met in London on 18 – 22
February, when it discussed:
!
!
!
!
!
!

Annual improvements
IAS 19 Employee Benefits
Conceptual framework
Liabilities: amendments to IAS 37
Liabilities and equity
Insurance contracts

Annual improvements
The Board discussed
"

a summary of a preliminary analysis
of comments received on the
exposure draft of proposed
improvements to IFRSs
" the project plan for redeliberations.
The Board also discussed general
comments received on the project,
including the need to reconsider the
scope of proposed amendments for
inclusion, early adoption and transitional
provisions, consequential amendments,
and due process for future improvements
projects. The Board will consider early
adoption and transitional provisions
standard by standard as it deliberates the
specific amendments. The Board will
consider the scope and due process for
future improvements projects after the
publication of the first set of finalised
improvements.
Noting the large number of proposed
amendments and comments received, the
Board approved the project plan and a
timetable for publication in May 2008.
To keep to this timetable, the Board will
exclude the following proposals from its
current redeliberations:
"
"
"

Restructuring of IFRS 1
Statement of compliance with
IFRSs (IAS 1)
Current/non-current classification of
convertible instruments (IAS 1)

"

Classification of leases of land and
buildings (IAS 17)
"
Contingent rent (IAS 17)
"
Definition of derivatives (IAS 39)
"
Treating loan prepayment penalties
as closely related embedded
derivatives (IAS 39)
The Board will issue the amended IFRS
1 as a single stand-alone standard,
separately from the other improvements.
Redeliberations of the other excluded
proposals will be deferred until after the
other proposed amendments are issued,
either because a significant amount of
staff work remains that cannot be
completed in time or because the Board
may consider treating them separately
from the annual improvements project.
The Board reaffirmed 16 of the proposed
amendments without redeliberation; all
had either received broad support subject
to minor changes or had attracted little or
no comment. These proposed
amendments are:
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"

"

"

"
"

Dividends declared after the end of
the reporting period (IAS 10)
Recoverable amount (IAS 16)
Cost of originating a loan (IAS 18)
Plan administration costs (IAS 19)
Guidance on contingent liabilities
(IAS 19)
Consistency of terminology with
other IFRSs (IAS 20)
Consistency of terminology with
other IFRSs (IAS 29)
Earnings per share disclosure in
interim financial reports (IAS 34)
Definition of a financial instrument
classified as held for trading (IAS
39)
Reclassification into or out of the
fair value through profit or loss
category (IAS 39)
Designating and documenting
hedges at the segment level (IAS
39)
Applicable effective interest rate on
cessation of fair value hedge
accounting (IAS 39)
Consistency of terminology with
IAS 8 (IAS 40)
Investment property held under a
lease (IAS 40)

"
"

Discount rate for fair value
calculations (IAS 41)
Examples of agricultural produce
and products (IAS 41)

The Board also redeliberated eight of the
other proposals and tentatively decided
to issue final amendments, subject to
additional drafting changes, as
summarised below. The Board will
review the comment analysis for the
remaining ten proposals at the March
Board meeting.
IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for
Sale and Discontinued Operations –
Plan to sell the controlling interest in a
subsidiary
The Board tentatively decided:
"

"

"

to add a paragraph in the section
‘Presenting discontinued
operations’ that would require the
parent to disclose information for
discontinued operations when the
subsidiary to be disposed of meets
the definition of a discontinued
operation in accordance with IFRS
5;
to clarify in the amendment that the
criteria for classification as held for
sale in paragraphs 6�8 of IFRS 5
need to be met;
to align the effective date of the
amendments to IFRS 5 with that of
the January 2008 amendment to IAS
27.
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IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment – Sale of assets held
for rental

IFRIC
D22 Hedges
of a
The Board tentatively
decided to clarify
thatNet
IFRS 5 does not
apply when assets are transferred to inventories which are held
Investment
in a Foreign
for sale in the ordinary course of business.
Operation
(cont’d)
IAS 19 Employee Benefits
– Curtailments and negative past
service
costissue, the IFRIC noted that the draft
On
the first
interpretation
does notdecided
clearly state
the financial
statements
to amend
its proposals
on the
The Board tentatively
to
which
its
guidance
relates
(either
consolidated
or service cost
distinction between a curtailment and negative past
separate);
this awill
needintothe
be extent
clarified
the final
to clarify that
change
to in
which
benefit promises
interpretation.
For
consolidated
financial
statements,
theIn
are affected by future salary increases is a curtailment.
IFRIC
confirmed
its
previous
decision
that
any
parent
entitypast
addition, IAS 19 will be amended to clarify that a negative
(immediate,
intermediate,
ultimate)
may
hedge
its
net
service cost occurs when there is a reduction in the present
investment.
The IFRIC
alsoobligation.
confirmed that, in financial
value
of the defined
benefit
statements that include a foreign operation, an entity cannot
The Board
also risk
tentatively
decided
hedge
the same
more than
once.that the amendments will
apply to changes to benefit promises made on or after the
On
the second
issue,
the IFRIC
confirmed its previous
effective
date of
the final
amendment.
decisions about what can be hedged:
IAS 19 Employee Benefits – Replacement of term ‘fall due’
! The interpretation should, as a start, explicitly require
Thecompliance
Board amended
its proposals
on theand
distinction
between
with the
documentation
designation
short-term
and
long-term
benefits
to
clarify
that
the
distinction
requirements of IAS 39, ensuring that each risk to be
are due to be
is determined
whetherinstrument
the employee
benefits
hedged andbyhedging
is clearly
identified.
settled within twelve months after the end of the period in
!
Thethe
amount
of netrenders
investment
eligible
to be hedged at
which
employee
the related
service.
each parent level depends on whether any lower level
IASparent
28 Investments
Associates
IASthe
31net
Interests
in
companiesin
have
already and
hedged
assets of
Joint
Ventures
–
Required
disclosures
when
investments
their foreign operations (ie the amount of net investment in
associates
or interests
controlled
entities are
to be hedged
cannot in
bejointly
duplicated
in the consolidated
accounted
for
at
fair
value
through
profit
and
loss
financial statements).
for
The
Board
tentatively
explain
in the it
basis
! A
parent
entity candecided
hedge atonet
investment
holds
conclusions
the
reason
for
limiting
the
disclosures
to
those in
indirectly.
paragraph 37(f) of IAS 28 and paragraphs 55 and 56 of IAS 31,
The
IFRIC to
also
therequired
importance
of clearly
in addition
theconfirmed
disclosures
by IFRS
7 Financial
documenting
the
group’s
hedging
strategy,
the hedged
item
Instruments: Disclosures and IAS 32 Financial
Instruments:
and
the
hedging
instrument
in
order
to
qualify
for
hedge
Presentation.
accounting. The IFRIC also confirmed that determining
IAS
28financial
Investments
in Associates
– Impairment
of
which
statements
are being
prepared is critical
to
investment
in
associate
the documentation.
The
Board tentatively
decided
in the
basis for
The IFRIC
noted that many
of to
theexplain
problems
identified
by
why,
after
applying
the
equity
method,
any in
conclusions
respondents could be solved by clarifying the terminology
additional
impairment
the investor
with respect to
the
interpretation.
Therecorded
staff willby
therefore
pay particular
its
investment
in
an
associate
should
not
be
allocated
to any
attention to clear and consistent terminology in redrafting
the
assets,
including
goodwill,
that
constitute
the
carrying
amount
interpretation.
of the investment. The Board also affirmed the proposal to
On the third
the IFRICloss
confirmed
its previousreversed to
require
such issue,
an impairment
to be subsequently
conclusion
thatthe
forrecoverable
the purposeamount
of assessing
of thehedge
investment
the
extent that
effectiveness,
any entity in the group may hold the hedging
increases.
instrument. In the IFRIC’s view, this conclusion is in
IAS 38 Intangible
– Advertising
accordance
with theAssets
objective
of hedging and
of a promotional
net investment
activities
in IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement.
However, the
IFRIC
with thean
staff
The proposed amendment
to IAS
38 agreed
would require
entity to
analysis
that
the
conclusion
should
be
based
on
the
recognise an expense in respect of advertising and promotional
requirements
ofitIAS
21 The
Effectsor,
of Changes
Foreign
activities when
receives
services
in the caseinof
a supply of
Exchange
Rates,
IAS 39access
and IAS
1 Presentation
of Financial
goods,
when
it receives
to those
goods. The
Board
Statements decided:
(as revised in 2007) rather than referring to
tentatively
IAS 39 Implementation Question F.2.14 by analogy.
!
to modify the proposed change to require that, in the case
The IFRIC
directed
the staff
prepare
a comprehensive
of a supply
of goods,
antoentity
should
recognise an
example
to illustrate
the second
and third
expense
when itits
hasconclusions
the right toon
access
those goods.
issues, including the effect of hedge accounting in different
!
to addand
an using
explanatory
paragraph
to IASmethods.
38 statingThis
that
situations
different
consolidation
when
an
expense
should
be
recognised
depends
on
example should be prepared in sufficient time in advancethe
of
the next meeting to allow a full review by IFRIC members.

terms of the contract to supply the related goods or
services:
It will be considered in detail before the IFRIC makes any
- in the case of services, the entity recognises the
further decisions on the interpretation.
expense as the services are performed in accordance
with the terms of the contract.

IAS
Employee
- in19
the case
of goods, a rightBenefits—
to access is received
when the goods have been completed by the supplier in
Settlements
accordance with the terms of the contract and have been
the entity.
The made
IFRICavailable
discussedtowhether
to add to its agenda a question
about
whether
some
payments
of benefitsthat
under
defined
!
to explain in the basis for conclusions
oneareason
why
benefit
plan
are
settlements
as
defined
in
IAS
19.
The
advertising and promotional material cannot be recognised
payments
in question
when
the existing
is that it arise
has no
alternative
use. terms
Thus, of a plan
as an asset
give
plan
members
the
option
to
receive
some
all of their
stationery to be used for advertising may be or
recognised
as
benefits
as until
a lump
sum
payment
retirement
as it
an asset
such
time
as it is at
printed
on, atinstead
which of
point
ongoing
payments.
no longer
has an alternative use.
noted
that in many
a consistent
! The
to IFRIC
state that
catalogues
are a jurisdictions
form of advertising.
treatment had developed under IAS 19 of not treating such
IAS
40 Investment
PropertyIFRIC
– Treatment
of reported
investment
payments
as settlements.
members
little
property
under
construction
diversity
in practice.
However, the IFRIC also noted that the
wording
in IAS had
19 could
be interpreted
as including
such to
Some
respondents
observed
that, if entities
were unable
payments
in
the
definition
of
a
settlement
and
that
they
measure reliably the fair value of an item of investment
would under
be treated
as settlements
underit the
US the
standard
property
construction,
including
within
scope of
SFAS
88
Employers’
Accounting
for
Settlements
IAS 40 might result in the investment property beingand
required
Curtailments
of Defined
Benefit
Pension was
Plans
and for
to be
carried at cost
even after
construction
completed.
Termination Benefits. The IFRIC instructed the staff to
Theconsult
Boardintentatively
decided that,
addition
to including
order to understand
theineffect
of any
proposed
within
the
scope
of
IAS
40
investment
property
under of a
changes arising from a clarification of the definition
construction,
settlement.it would amend IAS 40 to state that, if an entity
has a policy of measuring investment property at fair value and
is unable to determine reliably the fair value of an item of
investment property under construction then it may use cost as
a proxy for fair value until such time as construction is
complete. The change will be applied prospectively except to
the extent that fair values have previously been determined for
investment property under construction.

IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent
Liabilities and Contingent
Assets—Deposits on returnable
containers

At its
meeting
in November
2007, the IFRIC discussed a
IAS
19
Employee
Benefits

request for guidance to be issued on the accounting for the
Theobligation
Board discussed
sweep
on thecontainers.
measurement
to refundsome
deposits
onissues
returnable
In of
thesome
liability
for contribution-based
promises
arising
frominthe
industries,
entities that distribute
their
products
review
of a draft
of the Discussion
Paper for
on Amendments
returnable
containers
collect a deposit
each containerto
IAS
19. The and
Board
decided
to describe
the measurement
delivered
have
an obligation
to refund
this deposit when
attribute
for contribution-based
as The
fair value
assuming
containers
are returned by thepromises
customer.
issue is
thewhether
terms ofthe
theobligation
benefit promise
change.for
This
shoulddo
be not
accounted
in measure
accordance
would:
with IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and
! Measurement.
include credit risk; and
the possibility
that the
entitythe
might
reduce
the a
! In exclude
the November
2007 IFRIC
Update,
IFRIC
published
terms
of thedecision
benefits proposing
for past service.
tentative
agenda
not to add the item to its
the basis
thatEuropean
divergence
in this area
was not
Theagenda
Boardon
noted
that the
Financial
Reporting
expected
to beand
significant.
Advisory
Group
the United Kingdom Accounting
Standards
Board
recently
discussion
paper
The
The IFRIC
received
twopublished
commenta letters.
Both
respondents
Financial
Reporting
of
Pensions.
The
Board
will
invite
agreed that the IFRIC should not add the issue to its agenda.
constituents
comment
on whether
there any
addressed
However, to
one
respondent
did not agree
withissues
the rationale
for
the
IASB
should
address
its
in that
discussion
paper
that
that conclusion. This respondent argued that, wheninthe
project.
containers are not sold to the customer and remain the assets
of the entity, the obligation to refund the deposit is not an
executory contract but a financial liability within the scope
of IAS 39.
Whilst the IFRIC did not change its decision not to add the
issue to its agenda, it did not agree on wording for that
decision. The IFRIC therefore asked the staff to present a
paper to the next meeting with amended wording for its
agenda decision.
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Conceptual framework
The Board discussed
three decisions
issues that arose during the review
IFRIC
agenda

of the pre-ballot draft of the forthcoming Exposure Draft on the
The
following
explanations
are and
published
for information
objectives
of financial
reporting
qualitative
characteristics
only
and doinformation.
not change existing
IFRS requirements.
of financial
They are:
IFRIC agenda decisions are not Interpretations.
!
How to address
concerns about
the potential
Interpretations
of theconstituents’
IFRIC are determined
only after
implications
for
the
reporting
entity
phase
and
extensive deliberation and due process, including a other
formal
the project of become
selectingfinal
the only
entitywhen
perspective in
vote. phases
IFRICof
Interpretations
developing
of financial
Board
approved
by ninethe
of objective
the fourteen
members reporting.
of the IASB.
members affirmed their agreement with the conclusion
IAS 19
Benefits—Death
in service
thatEmployee
general purpose
financial reporting
is benefits
directed at the
reporting by an entity to its capital providers rather than
An entity may provide payments to employees if they die
reporting from the perspective of a particular class of
while employed (‘death in service’ benefits). In some
capital providers. The Board noted, however, that some
situations, IAS 19 requires these benefits to be attributed to
constituents have expressed the view that they have not
periods of service using the Projected Unit Credit Method.
been given a sufficient opportunity to debate the merits of
The IFRIC received a request for guidance on how an entity
the so-called proprietary perspective. The staff will
should attribute these benefits to periods of service. The
prepare an analysis of the implications of selecting the
request noted that different treatments existed in practice.
entity perspective, which will be presented to the Board at
a later noted
date. that paragraph 67(b) of IAS 19 requires
The IFRIC
attribution
of
costthe
of term
the benefits
untilorthe
!
Whether the
to use
‘accuracy’
thedate
term‘when
‘free from
further
service
by
the
employee
will
lead
to
no
material
error’ to describe a component of faithful representation.
amount
further
benefits its
under
the plan,for
other
the than
term from
‘free from
TheofBoard
expressed
preference
further
salary
increases.’
material error’, which is not new to IASB constituents.
members
thatbenefits,
the use the
of the
termnoted
‘accuracy’
In theBoard
case of
death innoted
service
IFRIC
that:
has translation difficulties in some languages and also may
! the
date the
of death
would
be the date at which
notanticipated
clearly convey
Board’s
intention.
no
material
amount
of
further
benefit
would arise from
!
How to strengthen the discussion of comparability
in the
the
plan;
conceptual framework. The Board affirmed the conclusion
that comparability
is an enhancing
characteristic
! using
different mortality
assumptions
for a definedand
provided
suggestions
foranstressing
the death
importance
of
benefit
pension
plan and
associated
in service
comparability.
benefit
would not comply with the requirement in
paragraph 72 of IAS 19 to use actuarial assumptions that
Liabilities
amendments
to IAS 37
are mutually –
compatible;
and
! ifBoard
the conditions
paragraph
39 of IAS
19comments
were met
The
consideredintwo
issues arising
from
then on
accounting
for death
benefits
on a defined
received
the Exposure
Draftinofservice
proposed
amendments
to
basis would be appropriate.
IAS contribution
37.
Measurement
of liabilities
The
IFRIC concluded
that divergence in this area was
unlikely
to
be
significant.
In addition,
any further
The Exposure Draft proposed
that an entity
shouldguidance
measure a
that
it could
issue
would
application
guidance on
liability
at the
amount
thebeentity
would rationally
paythe
to use
settle
of the
Projected
Unit Credit
Method.it to
The
IFRIC
therefore
the
present
obligation
or to transfer
a third
party
on the
decided sheet
not todate.
add the issue to its agenda.
balance
The
Board
considered
suggestions for clarifying
IAS 19 Employee Benefits—Definition
of plan this
assets
requirement. It tentatively decided:
The
received
a request
for guidance
the accounting
! IFRIC
To clarify
that ‘settle’
means
settle by on
paying
the
for investment
or
insurance
policies
that
are
issued
by an
counterparty at the balance sheet date;
entity to a pension plan covering its own employees (or the
!
To clarify
if the
the entityinwould
havegroup
to pay
employees
of anthat,
entity
thatamount
is consolidated
the same
to
settle
the
obligation
is
different
from
the
amount
it
as the entity issuing the policy). The request asked for
would
to pay
to transfer
obligation
third
guidance
onhave
whether
such
policies the
would
be part to
of aplan
party,
the
amount
that
it
would
rationally
pay
is
the
lower
assets in the consolidated and separate financial statements
of
these
two
amounts;
of the sponsor.
The Board noted that there is not a market for most liabilities
The
IFRIC
notedof
theIAS
definitions
of plan
assets,would
assetshave
held to
by
within
the scope
37 and hence
entities
aestimate
long-term
employee
benefit
fund
and
a
qualifying
the amount that a third party would demand to take
insurance
policy in IAS
paragraph
7. The
IFRICtonoted
over an obligation.
The 19
Board
tentatively
decided
emphasise
that,
if
a
policy
was
issued
by
a
group
company
to the assume
that, in such circumstances, the calculations (a) should
employee
benefit
then the
treatmentaswould
depend
upon
the third party
hasfund
the same
information
the entity
about
the
whether
the
policy
was
a
‘non-transferable
financial
obligation and (b) would be based on the entity’s own estimates
instrument
by therequired
reportingtoentity’.
Since
policy
of the futureissued
cash flows
discharge
the the
obligation
was issued by a related party, it could not meet the definition
of a qualifying insurance policy.

(adjusted if there is evidence that a third party’s cash flows
would be different).
The IFRIC considered that the issue was too narrow in scope
The Board tentatively decided not to give further guidance in
to develop an Interpretation and decided not to add the issue
IAS 37 about the risks that should be taken into account when
to its agenda.
applying a risk adjustment to the expected cash flows.
IAS 19 Employee
Benefits—Pension
promises based on
Probability
recognition
criterion
performance hurdles
At present, IAS 37 requires entities to recognise liabilities only
IFRIC received
a requestoftoeconomic
clarify thebenefits
measurement
if itThe
is probable
that an outflow
will be of
the defined
benefit
when pension
promises
required
to settle
them.obligation
The Exposure
Draft proposed
to are
basedthis
on achieving
specific
performance
remove
aspect of the
recognition
criteria.targets.
targetsviews
may relate
various
forms ofthat
pension
ThePerformance
Board considered
from to
some
respondents
the
promises
ranging
from
additional
pensionable
earnings
criterion should be retained because it is a practical means from
of
performance bonuses
to the
more
complex
arrangements relating
for
identifying—and
avoiding
need
to recognise—liabilities
to additional
contributions
of deemed
which
the costs sponsor
of recognition
exceed or
theyears
benefits
to users. The
service.
Thethese
issuearguments
is how defined
benefit plans
with such
Board
rejected
and confirmed
its previous
features
should
be
accounted
for
in
accordance
with
IAS 19.
decision to remove the criterion.
The IFRIC noted
that equity
paragraph 73 of IAS 19 states that
Liabilities
and
‘Actuarial assumptions are an entity’s best estimates of the
variablesand
thatEquity
will determine
the ultimate
cost on
of providing
Liabilities
is a modified
joint project
which the
post-employment
benefits.’
Performance
targets
are
FASB has taken the lead for the research stage. In November
variables
that
will
affect
the
ultimate
cost
of
providing
2007 the FASB published a Preliminary Views document the
post-employment
They shouldof
therefore
Financial
Instrumentsbenefits.
with Characteristics
Equity. be
included in the determination of the benefit.
Their Memorandum of Understanding commits the IASB and
IFRIC
also noted
that
paragraph
67 of on
IASliabilities
19 requires
theThe
FASB
to publish
a due
process
document
and
benefits
to be this
attributed
to periods
service
according
to the
decided
equity.
To meet
commitment,
theof
Board
tentatively
formula,
unlesspaper
an employee’s
service
in latershould
years
thatbenefit
an IASB
discussion
on liabilities
and equity
will lead
to a materially
level ofand
benefit
than in earlier
contain
an IASB
Invitationhigher
to Comment
the FASB
years. When
benefits
are affected by performance hurdles,
Preliminary
Views
document.
the
effect
on
the
attribution
must
alsodiscussion
be
In January, the Board discussedofabenefits
staff draft
of the
considered.
paper and asked the staff to prepare a ballot draft. At this
meeting,
decidedinthat
should
Given the Board
requirements
IASthe
19,discussion
the IFRICpaper
did not
expect
alert
readers toinanother
paper
divergence
practicediscussion
and decided
notDistinguishing
to add the issue to its
Liabilities and Equity published in January 2008 by
between
agenda.
the European Financial Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG)
23 of
Borrowing
CostsAccounting
(as revisedActivities
in 2007)—Foreign
on IAS
behalf
the Pro-active
in Europe
exchangeThe
andBoard
capitalisable
(PAAinE).
expects toborrowing
publish itscosts
discussion paper in
theThe
nextIFRIC
few weeks.
received a request for guidance on which foreign
exchange
differences
may be regarded as adjustments to
Insurance
contracts
interest costs for the purpose of applying IAS 23. IAS 23
‘Borrowing costs may include…exchange
Thestates
staffthat
presented:
arising
from foreign
currencytoborrowings
to the
! differences
a high-level
overview
of responses
the discussion
extent
that Preliminary
they are regarded
adjustment
to interest
paper
ViewsasonanInsurance
Contracts.
The request
asked
for guidance
! costs’
an(emphasis
overview added).
of two issues
identified
in many
of the
bothresponses:
on the treatment of foreign exchange gains and losses
and on
treatment
of any
derivatives
used to hedge
suchas
(a) the
Is the
objective
to account
for insurance
contracts
foreign
exchange
a whole,
or toexposures.
account for the separate rights and
obligations that the contracts create?
The IFRIC noted that the principle set out in paragraph 8 of
Should‘an
theentity
measurement
of insurance
liabilities
IAS (b)
23 states
shall capitalise
borrowing
costs that
the notion
of settlement
the
incorporate
are directly
attributable
to the
acquisition,with
construction
or
policyholder
over the life
ofas
thepart
contract?
production
of a qualifying
asset
of the cost of that
asset.’
IFRIC also
notedissues
that paragraph
11 states
TheThe
discussion
of these
was exploratory
and‘the
no
determination
of themade.
amount of borrowing costs that are
decisions were
attributableproject
to the plan.
acquisition of a qualifying asset is
! directly
a preliminary
difficult and the exercise of judgement is required.’
TheConsequently,
Board’s Insurance
Working
Group IAS
(IWG)
on 1 and
how an
entity applies
23 meets
to foreign
2 April
2008
in
London.
The
meeting
is
open
to
members
currency borrowings is a matter of accounting policy of the
public
who register
in advance
through the
Website of
requiring
the exercise
of judgement.
IASIASB’s
1 Presentation
www.iasb.org.
The
Board
decided
not
to
hold
public
roundFinancial Statements requires clear disclosure of significant
table
meetings
at
this
stage
of
the
project,
noting
that
thetoIWG’s
accounting policies and judgements that are relevant
an
members
supply
input
from
a
wide
range
of
perspectives.
understanding of the financial statements.
The IFRIC noted that, notwithstanding the guidance in
paragraphs 8 and 11 of IAS 23, the standard itself
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Future Board meetings
The Board will meet in public session on the fo
Meetings take place in London, UK, unless oth
2008
10—14 March
14—18 April
21—22 April (joint with FASB)
19—23 May
16—20 June
21—25 July
15—19 September
13—17 October
20—22 October (joint with FASB), Norwalk, Co
17—21 November
15—19 December

INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL REPORTING
STANDARDS (IFRSs) 2008
The only official printed edition of the consolidated
text of the IASB’s authoritative pronouncements
This edition presents in a single volume the latest version of International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs), International Accounting Standards
(IASs), IFRIC and SIC Interpretations and the supporting
documents–application guidance, illustrative examples, implementation
guidance, bases for conclusions and dissenting opinions–as approved for
issue by the IASB at 1 January 2008.

The volume also includes the IASC Foundation Constitution, the IASB
Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements,
the Preface to International Financial Reporting Standards, the Due Process
Handbook for the IASB, an updated Glossary of Terms, and a
comprehensive Index.
To find out more visit the bookshop at www.iasb.org

The main changes in this 2008 edition of the Bound Volume include:
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